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This exhibition features exquisite, rarely exhibited, early 20th century Parisians haute 
couture fashion plates, presenting fashionable men, women and children’s outfits.  
 
Originally released as limited edition inserts in the Journal des Dames et des Modes 
(published in Paris from 1 June 1912 through to 1914), these delicate artist-designed, 
pochoir printed fashion plates were designed to appeal to an audience of connoisseurs and 
aesthetes, and to reflect the optimistic intellectual and artistic atmosphere of Parisian 
culture and fashion at the time. Their opulence and beauty documents the final stages of 
the Belle Epoque period, which, like the Journal, ended with the outbreak of World War I in 
1914. 
 
Pochoir plates like these were inserted into illustrated French fashion, architecture and 
design magazines from the turn of the century through the 1930s, promoting Art Nouveau 
and Art Deco styles. The iridescent quality of the plates is achieved using the time-
consuming and expensive pochoir printing process, where each print is meticulously 
created by hand using a combination of copper plate engraving for the crisp black lines and 
hand painted stencils for the vibrant colours. 
 
 
Exhibition content supplied by MAAS 

 Approximately 20-24 framed prints 

 Size of frames: h.588mm x w.436mm (Dimensions of each work: approx. 222 x 
140mm) 

 Introduction panel, technique panel and object labels 
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Support material 

 Media kit with media release, select promotional images with captions and template 
electronic print advertisements 

 Invitation template for printing and electronic template for email 
 
MAAS staff 
MAAS staff are not required to install or dismantle this exhibition 
 
Exhibition venue requirements 

 15-20 running metres can be double hung if required 

 Standard museum environment conditions 

 Lighting controls to 50 lux due to the delicate nature of the artworks 
 
Host venues obligations 

 Dock and gallery access that will allow movement of object crates 

 Storage space for crates  

 Staff to assist with the loading and unloading of the truck and set up of the gallery 
space (two people able to lift). 

 Experienced staff or approved volunteers with handling and installing objects to 
install and dismantle the exhibition. 

 One staff member to sign condition reports. 

 Provide a high level of security to ensure the safety of the objects. 

 Environmental conditions as noted above. 

 Provide a facility report for MAAS approval to host the exhibition. 
 
Availability 
From July 2016 
 
Participation fee and costs 
$3,000 ex GST 
Plus exhibition freight 
 
 
 
Expressions of interest 

MAAS is seeking feedback from venues interested in hosting Beauty and Opulence. If you 

would like to put in an EOI or have any questions please contact Niki Mortimer at  

 

TravellingExhibitions@phm.gov.au 

 

Expressions of Interest close on Wednesday 9 March 2016.  We will then review all 

submissions. 
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